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African countries 
lead on natural 

capital accounting 

http://www.gaboronedeclaration.com/nca

video

http://www.gaboronedeclaration.com/nca
https://unitednations-my.sharepoint.com/personal/william_speller_un_org/Documents/SEEA/Africa%20Regional%20Training/Presentation/African%20countries%20lead%20on%20natural%20capital%20accounting.mp4


How do we ensure that statisticians and the 
policymakers are looking the same way?



Competing demands for information: 
zooming in or zooming out?

Source: P.K. Nelson



Competing demands for information: 
complexity or nuance?

Source: P.K. Nelson
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Quotes on Data Visualization

“Visualization gives 
you answers to 

questions you didn’t 
know you had.”

- B. Schneidermann

“Let the dataset change your 
mindset.”

“Most of us need to listen to the 
music to understand how beautiful it 
is. But often that’s how we present 

statistics: we just show the notes, we 
don’t play the music.”

- H. Rosling

“There is no such thing as 

information overload. 

There is only bad design.”

- E. Tufte

“Data is not the new 
oil; it the new soil”

- D. McCandless 

Image: Jeffrey A. Shaffer



The digital revolution is generating more environmental data than ever 

before, more ways to engage people, and more ways to use this data for 

spatial planning and decision-making.

Big Data / Earth Observation Cloud computing

5 billion unique mobile phones
2.5 billion smart phones

Open source data and 
software widely available

Artificial intelligence

Internet of 
Things (IoT)

We are at a pivotal moment in environmental history where the way in which we deploy 
these technologies offers the possibility to measure and protect our planet.

Source: D. Jensen



Why Giving Thought to Visualisation is Important 

Help users to 
overcome 

“information 
overload” or 
“data glut”.

Present-day 
demand / 

expectation for 
visual aspect to 

information.

Achieve two 
primary 

purposes: 
convey story and 

establish 
credibility.

Design 
information so 
that it tells a 

story, and allows 
us to focus on 

the information 
that is truly 

important to 
users. 

Present 
meaningful 

patterns and 
connections. 



Principles of visualisations

Saliency

• Relevance

• Ease of 
application 

Robustness

• Scientific 
confidence

• Uncertainties

Richness

• From 
highlights to 
detail

• Caveats and 
contextual 
information 



Simplifying 
information 

to tell big 
stories



MEGANUMEROPHOBIA



Souece: D. McClandless



Maps

Source: EnSym.



Map of the world’s free flowing rivers

Source: http://hydrolab.io/ffr/#2/-47.4/121.6/FFR-CNT-NME-CNN-LKE

http://hydrolab.io/ffr/#2/-47.4/121.6/FFR-CNT-NME-CNN-LKE


Ecosystem Service Valuation and 
Modelling of Scenarios in Chiapas

http://idegeo.centrogeo.org.mx/mvie
wer/VESE#

http://idegeo.centrogeo.org.mx/mviewer/VESE


Study Area

Sup. total 2.6 M ha
Sup. ANP 0.4 M ha

Four protected areas in 
one Mountain Range –
Chiapas, Mexico



Café arábica y robusta

Biophysical modelling

Water filtration Soil and landscape aptitude 
for Growing Coffee 

Stored 
carbon in 
forest 
biomass

Stored 
carbon in 
soil 
organic 
matter



2011

2011

E2 Pesimista
E1.2 Programas 

de conservación

E1 Tendencial

E1.1 Concesiones 
mineras

E3 Optimista

Model projections

BaU

Mining concessions

Optimistic

Pessimistic
Conservation programmes



“Here’s how America uses its land” 

Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2018-us-land-use/

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2018-us-land-use/
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“Here’s how America uses its land” 

Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2018-us-land-use/

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2018-us-land-use/


Mexico : Assessing ecosystem condition & environmental policies

Montes Azules Federal Protected Area Marqués de Comillas (not protected)  

CHIAPAS 
Mexico



Google Earth Engine Time Lapses

• https://earthengine.google.com/timelapse/



Photo credits: Ludovic Bernaudat

Harnessing the power of

spatial data and frontier

technologies

to solve environmental 

challenges 

MapX

Source: D. Jensen



The local impacts of environmental degradation and climate change 

are also place-specific.

A statement like “South Sudan will likely experience an average of 1 degree increase in temperature from climate change” is not 
actionable for planning and risk reduction. Spatial data paints a different picture and offers layers of context. 



The local impacts of environmental degradation 

and climate change are also place-specific.

Time series statistics on deforestation levels are a good start. But the location of 
deforestation is critical to understand. Is it occurring within protected areas ? 



UN Biodiversity Lab

https://unbiodiversitylab.org/

160 national workspaces, uptake 
in 50 countries

Source: D. Jensen

https://unbiodiversitylab.org/


“Here’s how America uses its land” 



“Here’s how America uses its land” 







Resources
https://datavizcatalogue.com/

https://www.ted.com/talks/david_mccandless_the_beauty_of_data_visualization.htmlVideoHans/discussion

https://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_at_state?language=en

MapX: https://www.mapx.org/knowledge_base/

https://www.vizzuality.com/

Open Data Cube (ODC) Website: https://opendatacube.org

ODC Application Library:https://opendatacube.org/dcal

ARDC User Interface: http://52.54.26.108/

https://datavizcatalogue.com/
https://www.ted.com/talks/david_mccandless_the_beauty_of_data_visualization.htmlVideoHans/discussion
https://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_at_state?language=en
https://www.mapx.org/knowledge_base/
https://www.vizzuality.com/
https://opendatacube.org/

